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Preface

Nobody knows when the first meeting took place or why, but it’s a safe bet that the meeting seemed too long to some participants, poorly organized to others, boring to at least a few, and it’s likely that some were disappointed with the results.

Every meeting you hold costs time and money—sometimes a lot. Consider this book an investment to improve the return on the time you and your team spend in meetings. Properly planned and conducted meetings can help you and all your employees work together in a more efficient and coordinated fashion.

I believe that if you follow the basic principles and guidelines presented in this book, you’ll find it easy to improve your meetings, and you and your people will find them not time-wasters but performance enhancers.

As we use the term “meeting” in this book, it’s an event consisting of people, content, and process designed for a purpose. There are many types of meetings that you as a manager might organize and/or facilitate, involving primarily your employees, but perhaps including other employees and managers and even people from outside the organization. With this reality in mind, we frame our discussions in general terms, focusing on what all or most meetings have in common. We also use the word “participants” to refer generally to the people who take part in a meeting. This word suggests an active participation, because we believe that people should be involved in a meeting, not just be there in attendance.

This book will take you step by step through the meeting process. Chapter 1 reviews the factors that cause meetings to be
bad, the impact of bad meetings, and the characteristics of good meetings. Chapter 2 outlines and discusses the details of preparing for a meeting. Chapter 3 explains how to start a meeting, including setting rules and assigning roles and responsibilities. Chapter 4 offers suggestions for conducting a meeting. Chapter 5 explains how to close a meeting and follow up on the results. Chapter 6 describes a selection of techniques and tools for helping meeting participants work together more effectively and efficiently. Chapter 7 presents common problems with meetings and ways to deal with them. Chapter 8 discusses the use of technological tools and the issues involved in meeting virtually.

Special Features

The idea behind the books in the Briefcase Series is to give you practical information written in a friendly, person-to-person style. The chapters are short, deal with tactical issues, and include lots of examples. They also feature numerous boxes designed to give you different types of specific information. Here’s a description of the boxes you’ll find in this book.

- **Smart Managing**
  These boxes are designed to give you tips and tactics that will help you more effectively implement the methods described in this book.

- **Caution**
  These boxes provide warnings for where things could go wrong when you’re planning and conducting a meeting.

- **Tricks of the Trade**
  These boxes highlight insider tips for taking advantage of the practices you’ll learn about in this book.

- **Key Term**
  Every subject has its special jargon and terms. These boxes provide definitions of these concepts.
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I have to say that reading this book was a waste of time - a bigger waste of time than the worst meeting ever! The book is written for morons. It's all bullet points and idiotic, irrelevant quotations from Ben Franklin and Shakespeare. I wish I could find a decent book on managing meetings - this one is certainly not it. Download (pdf, 2.46 Mb) Donate Read. Epub | FB2 | mobi | txt | RTF. Access a free summary of The Manager's Guide to Effective Meetings, by Barbara J. Streibel and 20,000 other business, leadership and nonfiction books on getAbstract.

This is a handy, short, to-the-point guide about how to conduct meetings. Much of what author Barbara J. Streibel says is common sense, but any manager charged with running meetings knows how quickly common sense goes out the window in that setting. The author covers all of the bases and provides a series of useful checklists to help harried managers meet more effectively and efficiently. Streibel also provides many helpful references to other books that discuss specific techniques and practices.

Meeting An event consisting of people, content, and process for a purpose. Because a meeting is basically a collaborative work process, the word Â“meetingÂ” encompasses almost as many positions as it did when Charles Dickens wrote, Â“It was the best of times; it was the worst of times.Â” Because participants aren't focused on the business of the meeting, because participants don't get sufficiently and appropriately involved, because it's not considered to be Â“real work,Â” because of bad attitudes about meetings, because of low expectations for meetings. Sometimes problems arise during a meeting.

Download (pdf, 2.46 Mb) Donate Read. Epub | FB2 | mobi | txt | RTF. Access a free summary of The Manager's Guide to Effective Meetings, by Barbara J. Streibel and 20,000 other business, leadership and nonfiction books on getAbstract.